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For Immediate Release

Shemesh Automation Wet Wipes to offer live demos of its newly upgraded 120ppm wipes
canister loading and sealing line at Index20.
(31 March – 3 April 2020, Geneva, Switzerland. Stand 2261)
Shemesh Automation Wet Wipes (SAW), a global leader in nonwovens downstream packaging equipment,
will once again change the landscape of round wipes packaging when demonstrating its newly upgraded, 120
packs per minute, automatic round wipes canister loading and sealing line at Index20 (Stand 2261).

Part of a second complete wet wipes packaging line already sold to U.S. based nonwovens giant Pacon
Manufacturing, the SAS120 automatic round wipes canister loader and the SEALPRO120 automatic thermosealer machines feature unique, newly developed technologies that demonstrate Shemesh’s commitment to
spearhead the industry while continuously improving its market-leading machinery.

SAS120 Automatic Wipes Canister Loading Machine

Having sold over 25 machines of its kind to major wet wipes manufacturers all over the world, SAW has
recently boosted current models with new improvements mainly across quality control, production
consistency, revamped operating system and Industry 4.0 features.

Officially rolled out in 2013, the SAS120 is the first vertical nonwovens rolls stuffer to hit the market and is
empirically proven and vetted by most of the industry’s biggest players around the world to date.

The SAS120 is available both as a stand-alone unit or as a part of our complete turn-key wipes packaging lines
with models offered in throughputs ranging from 60 up to 250 products per minute.
SEALPRO120 Automatic Canister Thermo-Sealing Machine

The SEALPRO Series has been a staple of the Shemesh range for well over 20 years and has been sold to over
100 premium clients across the nonwovens, health and beauty pharma & food and beverages industries.

The SEALPRO120 automatically cuts the sealing laminate according to the canister size and thermo-seals it,
accurately. It has 6 individually temperature-controlled welding heads, all built inside one robust sealing block.
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Latest improvements of the SEAPLRO series include improved screw feeders for slip prevention, Lid-Intrusion,
“Breathing Foil”, tension control and software upgrades. As with all the rest of the Shemesh product portfolio, the
SEALPRO120 is also available with ATEX and anti-corrosion protection.
The SEALPRO120 is available both as a stand-alone unit or as part of a complete turn-key wipes packaging lines
with models offered in throughputs ranging from 60 up to 250 products per minute.

Shai Shemesh, Shemesh Automation CEO commented: “around 70% of our sales in recent years come from
existing clients who are happy with the brand and come for more. Indeed, it speaks volumes for the quality of
our machinery that a manufacturer of the caliber of U.S. based Pacon Manufacturing has chosen to purchase yet
another turnkey wet wipes canister downstream packaging line from Shemesh. If you think you have seen it all
from us before, think again - as the latest models of our SAS120 and SEALPRO120, on show at INDEX20, are
packed with new features and engineering improvements – which we would be delighted to demonstrate to you
if you’re visiting the show.

We are really looking forward to debuting these brand-new machines and showcasing our full range of
nonwovens packaging machinery including our world-renowned liquid filling, capping and labeling machines
and complete turnkey downstream packaging lines once again in Geneva”.
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ENDS
For more information on Shemesh Automation contact: Carl Gunaratnam: carl.g@shemeshautomation.com or visit the
Shemesh Automation Website: www.shemeshautomation.com

To arrange press appointments or for press information contact Carl Gunaratnam: Tel: 07927840176,
carl.g@shemeshautomation.com

About Shemesh Automation
A family owned and operated business, Shemesh Automation is a global leader in the high-end packaging and
assembly machinery and industrial automation appliances manufacturing arena. Currently under secondgeneration management, Shemesh Automation service and supports over 1200 Shemesh assets in over 30
countries around the world. It's nonwovens arm, Shemesh Automation Wet Wipes (www.sawetwipes.com) is a
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global pioneer in nonwovens downstream packaging equipment with technology that’s defining it at the very
forefront of the industry. Shemesh Automation is currently operating daily out of the UK, France, USA and Israel
with its own people in these locations and is being represented in 13 countries in total by other agents and
proxies for after sales and support in these locations. “Let us build your vision” is not just our slogan. Simply put,
this is what we do. Day-in day-out” - Eli Shemesh, Founder and President.
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